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Psalm 139; Proverbs 3: 1-8; Luke 12:16-22, 31-34 
    

Welcome:  Welcome to the United Church of Strafford, Vermont, on this Ninth Sunday 

after Pentecost.   Welcome to those of you in the sanctuary and those online.   

A pastor went to a national clergy gathering where almost no one knew anyone.  He found 

a group gathered around a piano and stood on the edge of the circle, but the pianist greeted him 

brightly and drew him in and started to play hymns.  The pastors joined in tentatively, and in 

between hymns the man chatted with them and created a warm feeling that included everyone.  

Within a half hour they were belting the hymns out and felt like family.   

That pastor looked back with awe and gratitude at the gift the man at the piano gave them, 

whose name, as you may have guessed, was William Sloane Coffin.   

It is true that Bill was charismatic, but he also knew the power of music.  Leo Tolstoy said 

that true art helps strangers recognize their oneness, that they are brothers and sisters.   

Today we are celebrating someone who has given this congregation seven years of true art, 

so maybe the best way to honor Annemieke McLane would be for us to be one, both in person 

and on Zoom, extending our care especially to those we do not know or do not know well, so that 

all feel included as family here today. 

 

Call to Worship:  Annemieke chose most of the music, readings and quotes today for her 

last service as our musician.   

One of the themes that runs through them is knowing our truth and living it, and knowing 

and respecting the truth of others.   It has struck me over the years that Annemieke explores each 

piece she plays to discover what it can help us experience and know of our own hearts and the 

heart of the world.  We enter the architecture of a piece together with her as if it were a sanctuary 

where we meet the Spirit moving through it to lead, comfort or inspire us.   

Jesus said that he came that we may have life and have it abundantly, and at the core of 

that life, and at the core of Annemieke’s interpretation of it, is the love that Thomas Merton and 

other contemplatives have recognized as the building block of the universe.  Love is the lens 
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through which we can know our truth and the truth of others, and love is what we find at the core 

of all life.   

So let us open our hearts to know and be known, to be loved and to love, as we worship 

together… 

 

Children’s Time:   Last week I quoted Henry David Thoreau who wrote, “It is not so 

important that many should be as good as you, as that there be some absolute goodness 

somewhere; for that will leaven the whole lump.”  Leaven is the tiny bit of yeast in bread dough 

that makes the whole loaf rise, so what he means is that if even one person is truly good it will 

make all of humanity rise to be better.   

Today Annemieke invited us to reflect on another quote of Thoreau’s that is related.  

Thoreau decided to move a few steps outside of his community of Concord, Massachusetts, and 

try an experiment of living apart in the woods on the edge of Walden Pond.  He explained, “I 

went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, 

and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had 

not lived.”   

This is really what church and spirituality are all about: to live deliberately, intentionally, 

mindfully, to know ourselves and understand the path of goodness that we find in our hearts that 

God has created us to love and follow.   

So Annemieke suggested that we ask ourselves these questions today:  

• What are your dreams?   

• What do you love to do to make other people happy?   

• What do you like about yourself?   

So let’s take a minute to reflect on each one… 

I hope you will continue to think about those questions not only for the next hour or day, 

but all your life, and I hope you will let them guide you on your path.   

When we are looking for knowledge of our truth, or our path through life, we have a tool 

that can always help…Prayer, if we listen more than talk!   Let us pray together the Lord’s 

Prayer… 
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During Joys and Concerns we will all have the chance to share our appreciation for what 

Annemieke has given us over the past seven years.  Here are a few reflections of my own. 

Pastor Lynn Wickberg was the interim minister here before me.  I asked her to tell me 

about this congregation before I came, starting with the question, where is the light shining?  

Lynn did not hesitate.  The first on her list was, “Annemieke.”   

The last two and a half years have seen all our light overshadowed by hard times in the 

world, with covid and climate and war and racism and gun violence and economic injustice and 

attacks on democracy and so many other terrible trials, and on top of that many of us have 

suffered personal losses.   

Covid hit performers particularly hard, taking away their connections with live audiences 

and threatening their livelihood, so Annemieke had that trial, and the covid changes to her 

beloved church and choir were also hard for her.  She is not overly fond of video cameras and 

screens, and she missed communion and everything in person.   

So Covid was already extremely hard for her when two years ago this week Annemieke 

and her family suffered the total loss of their home to fire, including beloved instruments and 

recordings and libraries of sheet music and everything Luke had ever owned.  Annemieke lost 

treasured and irreplaceable connections to her past, which was even harder because covid meant 

she could not visit the Netherlands where she grew up and where most of her family still lives. 

And yet as Annemieke’s favorite psalm says,  

“If I say, ‘Surely the darkness shall cover me,  

 and the light around me become night,” 

 even the darkness is not dark to you;  

 the night is as bright as the day,  

 for darkness is as light to you. 

Think about how Annemieke responded to that wilderness of devastation and darkness that 

descended on her in 2020.  She was suffering terribly, and yet she kept working hard to bring 

light into the world around her.  She kept the choir meeting weekly by Zoom and made 

recordings of them and of her at the piano to enrich our worship.  Think about the heroism of it, 

the determination not to let the darkness be complete, the strength of will and heart that it took her 
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week after week to bring gorgeous light-filled music to us and keep the choir together singing and 

loving.   

Often in working with Annemieke I have felt the Spirit moving through her creative 

intuition as she found just the right pieces to contribute to worship services, but it is even clearer 

that the Spirit of God and Jesus that we read about in the scriptures today has been flowing 

through her in the past two years.   

We could say of her, “Darkness is as light to you.”   

Nor was she the eternally cheerful Christian who seems oblivious to the pain of life, whose 

light seems artificial and shallow.  Annemieke’s came out of the depths, a light the darkness could 

not overcome.  She knew her own truth and knew the truth of the hurting world around her and 

she wept with us.  And through it all she echoed the psalm: 

Where can I go from your spirit?  

Or where can I flee from your presence? 

If I ascend to heaven, you are there;  

if I make my bed in Sheol, you are there. 

If I take the wings of the morning  

and settle at the farthest limits of the sea, 

even there your hand shall lead me,  

and your right hand shall hold me fast. 

The one passage today that Annemieke did not choose is the Luke.  I included it because it 

expands on the wisdom from Proverbs that Annemieke selected that tells us to keep the faith and 

trust in God more than in ourselves and God will guide and heal and refresh us along life’s way.   

The Luke passage reminds us how little control we have over life, even if we have all the 

money in the world.  As the 11th Century Islamic scholar and mystic, Al-Ghazali, said, “You 

possess only what would not be lost in a shipwreck.”  Or in a pandemic or house fire.   

Be rich toward God, Jesus says, choose as your life’s treasures the spiritual realm of virtue 

and love and light, and that is where your heart will be.  Then when your life or the world around 

you is a shipwreck, you will not lose what you treasure most. 

And yet even with the faith and trust in God that we have, we need to grieve the loss of 

things in this world that we have loved.  We are losing Annemieke as our beloved musician and 
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spiritual teacher, and Annemieke is losing the community of the choir and this congregation in 

the way she has had it for the past seven years.  We will miss Annemieke, and she will miss us.   

The Gospel tells us to be detached from food and worldly things, and not to place all the 

meaning of our life there, but we still get hungry when we don’t eat, and we still savor a delicious 

meal—we still need food to survive and we need the nourishment of heart it brings as well as 

body.  So of course we grieve the loss of what we have had for the past seven years. 

But we have had a deep, spiritual connection, and we will not lose that richness.  We will 

each carry it with us on our diverging paths. It will be a light for our feet, so that darkness will be 

as light to us—the light of all the love that we have known here together, that we will carry with 

us all our days, wherever we go. 

Let us pray in silence… 

 

   Haiku by Mel Goertz: 

          A very windy summer, 

   an aspen tree came down 

          its leaves quaking.   


